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If your child has difficulty with speech sounds, always model back the word to them
when they may an error. Do not make them correct themselves. First check if your
child can say different sounds on their own. If your child has work from the Speech
Therapist, work on this daily at the level informed by the speech and language
therapist. You only need to complete activities for five to ten minutes.
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CON CEP TS
Ensure your child knows different concepts such as prepositions (on, under,
behind, above), colours, time concepts (before, after, early, late). You should
teach concepts individually and not teach the concept at the same time.
You can check that your child understands the concept by doing drawings of
things above on another then say a sentence such as “The apple is above the
orange” and ask your child if that’s true or false or asking questions such as “I
eat my tea at five but I’m going to eat it early today. What time could I eat it”.
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CON FI DENCE BUI LDIN G
Some children may be shy or be selectively mute (where they speak in one situation but not another). This does not mean they
have any difficutlies with language. Give them lots of praise and encouragement. Do not ever force them to speak in a situation
they are not comfortable with and accept whatever form of communication they use. Do not try and trick them into speaking.
2
Graudally build a positive relationship with them until they feel they can trust you.
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angry by not stopping.

them or from their own imagination as
well as describing pictures. They may need

FOR MORE INF OR MAT I ON
These are just information pages that seem to provide accurate information about the strategies discussed and not a form of
advertisment.
Key Words/ Information Carrying Words
https://speechbloguk.com/understanding-key-words-2/
Shape Coding
https://www.moorhouse.surrey.sch.uk/attachments/download.asp?file=17&type=pdf
https://www.moorhouse.surrey.sch.uk/shape-coding
Language for thinking/ Blanks Levels
https://swindonspeechandlanguagetherapy.files.wordpress.com/2016/07/blanks-levels-of-questions-whare-are-they.pdf
Fluency
https://stamma.org/about-stammering/talking-someone-who-stammers
TWINKL
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/
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